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Jonas Gustavsson assumes the position as CEO at ÅF on
April 1, 2017.
As previously announced in January, ÅF’s Board of Directors appointed Jonas
Gustavsson as the new President and CEO. The date for the transition has
been set to April 1, 2017.
Jonas Gustavsson will succeed Jonas Wiström, who has informed the Board of
Directors that he will step down as CEO after 15 years of service.
Jonas Gustavsson has been head of Sandvik Machining Solutions since 2013 and he
has previously held various leading positions at Sandvik since 2008.
“The collective expertise and innovative strength of ÅF is impressive and together we
will take the next step in the company’s development to strengthen our clients’
competitiveness even further. ÅF has a solid platform for growth and the journey
towards our goals continues”, said Jonas Gustavsson, incoming President and CEO.
Jonas Wiström will be available as an advisor to ÅF until the end of the year.
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ÅF is an engineering and consulting company with assignments in the energy, industrial and
infrastructure sectors, creating progress for our clients since 1895. By connecting technologies,
we provide profitable, innovative, and sustainable solutions to shape the future and improve
people’s lives. Building on our strong base in Europe, our business and clients are found all over
the world.
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